
STOCK #10.1483 SPECIFICATION SHEET

Antique Dining Chairs, French Set of Six C19th

DESCRIPTION

Our Stock # 10.1483
This is an antique, set of six, French dining chairs dating to the late 19th century.
A highly desirable set of six chairs with two carvers in a complimentary style to the four
diners, all in good proportion and generous of size. Crafted in walnut displaying biscuit
tones with good grain and a desirable patina.
The carvers are magnificent: Raised on cabriole legs with exceptional carved knees and
well defined claw and ball feet, the rear legs swept with carved foot interest.
The serpentine seat rails mount a central inverted clam shell and host traditionally
stuffed, drop in seat pads. Well formed oblique, shepherd's crook arms welcome the
sitter into the broad and comfortable seat.
The flared back panels are decorated with subtle carved details; rosettes beneath the
arms, clasped foliate at midpoint curving gently into rosettes on the crest rail
terminating and flanking the upholstered finish.
The four dining chairs pear down the exuberance of the carvers with similar features,
notably the shaped front seat rails present a glorious carved garland and the rear seat
pad crest rails arching to a single carved rosette.
A very fine set of chairs with solid joints an ...

Search London Fine for #10.1483 , or scan the QR code for more photos and details

DIMENSIONS

Carvers (2):
Max Width: 69cm (27.25'')
Max Depth: 61cm (24'')
Max Height: 102cm (40.25'')
Seat Width: 53cm (20.75'')
Seat Depth: 46cm (18'')
Seat Height: 52cm (20.5'')
Chairs (4):
Max Width: 56cm (22'')
Max Depth: 54cm (21.25'')
Max Height: 96cm (37.75'')
Seat Width: 50cm (19.75'')
Seat Depth: 38cm (15'')
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